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Introduction 
This document provides introductory notes on Gemini Observatory, specifically for new governance            

members. Originally written to cover the technical capabilities of the telescopes, it has expanded to               

cover some organizational aspects also. It does not currently describe some internal processes such as               

queue coordination or time accounting, and is relatively brief on aspects such as user support and TAC                 

processes, National Gemini Offices etc. This may change in the future. 

 

 

Broad Capabilities 
Gemini comprises two eight meter telescopes, located on prime observing sites in Hawaii and Chile,               

thus providing access to targets over the entire sky. It provides optical (UV-far red) and infrared (far                 

red to L,M) imaging, spectroscopy, integral field spectroscopy at a wide range of resolving power and                

spatial resolution from seeing-limited to high-Strehl AO. Capabilities are not identical at the two sites,               

but both Northern and Southern hemispheres are provided with workhorse imagers and            

spectrometers and more specialised instruments for particular purposes. Visiting instruments provide           

further niche capabilities, and extension into the mid-IR, at a level supportable by the instrument               

developers and informed by demand. On nights in which facility instrumentation is in use, rapid               

switching between instruments on the fly (occurring in less time than a typical object slew) enables                

reaction to changing observing conditions and of course enables time domain astronomy.  

 

 



 

 

 

Telescope Design and Operation 
 

Telescopes 

Both Gemini telescopes are of identical Alt-Az mounted, 8.1 m Ritchey-Chretien optical design            

(Figure 1), optimised for infrared observations but with deployable baffles for optical work.            

Cassegrain and folded Cassegrain foci support observing with one of three instruments at any given               

time at each site.  

 

 

Figure 1:  Gemini Telescope Configuration. Fs denote focal stations, M1 and M2 the primary and 

secondary mirrors respectively. Note that one of the focal stations is occupied by the calibration unit, 

GCAL, and one feeds the AO bench (ALTAIR or Canopus respectively for north and south). 

 

 



 

The 8.1 m primary mirror (“M1”) is only 20 cm thick, so its figure must be controlled via an active                   

optics system consisting of both air bags and pneumatic/hydraulic actuators, governed by lookup             

tables as a function of elevation. The 1-m secondary mirror (“M2”) is actively controlled in tip-tilt and                 

XYZ position to control tip-tilt, focus, and coma aberrations. M2 is surrounded by a deployable baffle                

which is fully retracted for infrared work and extended for optical. Both M1 and M2 are coated in                  

overcoated silver which provides high reflectivity in the NIR and most of the optical (more uniform                

than Aluminum), and low emissivity in the thermal wavelengths beyond 2.4 microns. However, the             

coating reflectivity falls steeply shortward of ~400 nm (Figure 2). The shortest-wavelength filter in the             

current Gemini facility imager (GMOS) is the “u” filter (350 nm). 

 

Instrument Cluster 

The instrument cluster and A&G unit are mounted on a Cassegrain Rotator which enables position               

angle selection and tracking of the sky’s rotation during exposures. The instrument support structure              

(ISS) has five ports, one upward looking (Cassegrain) port on the bottom and four side (folded                

Cassegrain) ports. Two of the side ports are “light weight” ports and do not support the full weight of                   

a standard Gemini instrument. Science instruments are mounted either at the up-looking or side              

ports. On each telescope, one of the five ports is occupied by the facility Calibration unit (GCAL), and a                   

second port by a facility AO system, leaving three ports for science instruments. The port and                

instrument are quickly (within minutes) selected via a deployable “Science Fold” tertiary mirror within              

the A&G. Optical fibers may be used to feed instrumentation on the observing floor, in the Pier                 

laboratory below the telescope (as was done for bHROS and is planned for GHOST), or even at a site                   

outside the building (e.g. GRACES at the time of writing). A maximum of four facility instruments are                 

available at either site (a limitation imposed by staffing needs), of which any three can be in service on                   

the telescope at a given time. 

 

Calibration Sources 

The calibration unit GCAL contains broadband lamps for flat-fielding, arc lamps for spectral             

calibration, and optics to project the emission onto any science instrument via the A&G Science Fold                

mirror. For the most accurate flat fields, twilight flats are often taken, while some instruments (e.g.                

GSAOI) require dome flats. 

 

 



 

Figure 2 - reflectivity of the Gemini overcoated-silver coatings (as applied to both the primary and                

secondary mirrors). The reflectivity remains flat and close to 100% longward of 1.1 microns, the red                

limit of this plot. See also the Silver versus Aluminium page (linked in “Web Resources” below). 

 

Guiding and Aberration Corrections 

Telescope optical aberrations are managed in several ways. At the beginning of every night staff               

observers perform a full tuning using a high-order Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor (WFS).            

Corrections are applied to both M1 (astigmatism, trefoil, etc.) and M2 (focus, coma) to flatten the                

wavefront. For seeing-limited observing, the low-order aberrations focus and astigmatism are then            

corrected continuously during science observations by a low-order WFS tracking guide stars adjacent             

to science targets, while the higher order terms are updated by open-loop models depending on the                

elevation. Tip-tilt errors due to imperfect tracking and wind-shake must be corrected to ensure a               

delivered image quality consistent with the natural seeing. Tip-tilt corrections are enabled by the              

articulated M2, controlled by signals generated by the same low-order WFS used for the active optics                

control. 

Gemini has two types of low-order WFS: on-instrument (“OIWFS”), in the focal plane, and one of two                 

peripheral wavefront sensors (PWFSs) in the facility Acquisition and Guiding (A&G) unit. For             

instruments which have them, the OIWFS is generally preferred for guiding due to its minimal               

vignetting and low flexure relative to the science detector, but for some targets the relatively OIWFS                

 

 



small patrol field will not contain a sufficiently bright guide star. The PWFSs have a much larger patrol                  

field and can be used with any instrument, but significantly vignette wide-field imaging instruments              

and have larger flexure; they are most commonly used with narrow-field instruments or for long-slit               

spectroscopy on single targets. 

Adaptive Optics systems (described below), of course, provide internal tip-tilt and wavefront            

correction to achieve diffraction-limited performance, and typically offload quasi-static aberrations to           

the telescope, replacing the function of the WFSs. 

 

Facility Adaptive Optics 

Gemini features facility AO systems at each site: single-conjugate, narrow-field (ALTAIR) in the north              

and laser multi-conjugate wide-field (GeMS) in the south. ALTAIR may be used in either natural or                

laser guide star mode, while GeMS always requires the laser to achieve the wide-field multi-conjugate               

correction. In principle, these AO benches employ the visible light from natural and/or laser guide               

stars to provide an AO-corrected beam to an infrared instrument. At present, this is true in the north,                  

where ALTAIR is regularly employed with any of the infrared instruments. In the south, however,               

Canopus is currently employed only to feed GSAOI, an imager with enough small pixels to cover the                 

full 90-arcsecond field of view and fully sample the corrected image size. We anticipate feeding               

FLAMINGOS-2 from GeMSin the future. Both GMOSs may be fed from the respective AO benches in                

the future (in the far red/very near infrared). 

More extreme, specialized AO instruments can be mounted at the Cassegrain foci and provide their               

own dedicated AO correction (e.g. GPI at the time of writing - 2015 - and in the past, NICI). 

 

Limitations 
⚬ Gemini is not a “wide-field” observatory. The maximum achievable unvignetted FOV is 7             

arcminutes in radius, and the widest-field imagers currently installed (GMOS and           

FLAMINGOS-2) have fields of view of about 5.5 arcminutes.  

⚬ Gemini does not have Nasmyth foci; the primary mirror sits about level with the elevation               

bearings. 

 

Web Resources 

1. The optics page and all links therein. 

2. Comparison of Silver versus Aluminium coating reflectivities as a function of wavelength from             

the UV to mid-IR. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/telescopes-and-sites/optics
http://www.gemini.edu/?%20q=node/10780


Instrumentation 
The table below summarises instrumental capabilities. Appendix A shows the capabilities graphically. 

 
Instrument Visible Infrared Imager Long Slit IFU MOS 
FLAMINGOS-2  x x x  x 

GMOS-N x  x x x x 

GMOS-S x  x x x x 

GNIRS  x ~ x   
GPI  x   x  
GSAOI  x x    
NIFS  x   x  
NIRI  x x ~   

 

Imaging 

Visual 

1. GMOS (North). Three E2V deep-depletion CCDs, covering FOV of 5.5x5.5 arcminutes.           

Broad-band filters are SDSS, and a variety of narrow-band filters are available. 

2. GMOS (South). Three Hamamatsu fully-depleted CCDs, covering FOV of 5.5x5.5 arcminutes.           

Broad-band filters are SDSS, and a variety of narrow-band filters are available. 

Infrared 

1. NIRI (North). Aladdin III detector, maximum FOV of 2x2, 1x1 and 0.3x0.3 arcminutes,             

depending on selected pixel scale (0.1, 0.05, 0.02 arcseconds respectively, the latter for AO              

and the former for natural seeing. Assorted standard broad and specialist narrow band filters.              

Wavelength coverage between 1.0 microns (Y filter) and 4.7 microns (M’ filter). 

2. GNIRS (North). Aladdin III detector, small FOV (90”x10” and a small semicircular area). 

3. FLAMINGOS-2 (South). HAWAII-2 detector, circular FOV, diameter 6 arcminutes. Wavelength          

coverage between 0.9 and 2.5 microns.  

4. GSAOI (South). Four HAWAII-2RG detectors covering an 85-arcsecond, square field of view            

between 0.9 and 2.5 microns. Dedicated to use behind the GeMS Canopus AO system.              

Approximately 22 filters, including standard Near-IR broad bands and a selection of specific             

narrow bands. 

Long-slit Spectroscopy 

Visual 

1. GMOS (North). Three E2V deep-depletion CCDs. Variety of gratings giving spectral resolution            

between 630 and 4400, over a wavelength range of 360 to 980 nm.  

2. GMOS (South). Three Hamamatsu fully-depleted CCDs. Variety of gratings giving spectral           

resolution between 630 and 4400, over a wavelength range of 360 to 1030 nm.  

 

 



Infrared 

1. GNIRS (North). Aladdin III detector, variety of gratings and a cross-dispersed option producing             

resolutions between 1200 and 18000, in the near-IR (0.9-5.4 microns). 

2. FLAMINGOS-2 (South). HAWAII-2 detector, grism-based spectrometer with long slit (4-6          

arcmin). Average resolution of 1000 (for spectral ranges JH or HK) and 2900 (for spectral               

ranges J or H or K). Wavelength coverage between 0.9 and 2.5 microns.  

Integral field Spectroscopy 

Visual 

1. GMOS (North). Three E2V deep-depletion CCDs. Two IFU options covering 5x3.5 and 5x7             

arcseconds, feeding any of the gratings referred to above. 

2. GMOS (South). Three Hamamatsu fully-depleted CCDs. Two IFU options covering 5x3.5 and            

5x7  arcseconds, feeding any of the gratings referred to above. 

Infrared 

1. NIFS (North). HAWAII-2 detector and high-resolution IFU giving 3x3 arcsecond FOV and            

R~5000 between 0.94 and 2.40 microns. 

2. See also GPI (specialized exoplanet IFU) below. 

Multiple-Object (MOS) Spectroscopy 

Visual 

1. GMOS (North). Three E2V deep-depletion CCDs. Variety of gratings giving spectral resolution            

between 630 and 4400, over a wavelength range of 360 to 1030 nm. Carbon-fibre masks laser                

cut on the basis of user-supplied catalogs or pre-imaging taken with GMOS itself.  

2. GMOS (South). Three Hamamatsu deep-depletion CCDs. Variety of gratings giving spectral           

resolution between 630 and 4400, over a wavelength range of 360 to 1030 nm. Carbon-fibre               

masks laser cut on the basis of user-supplied catalogs or pre-imaging taken with GMOS itself. 

Infrared 

1. FLAMINGOS-2 (South, mode shortly to be commissioned). HAWAII-2 detector, grism-based          

spectrometer with mask FOV 2x6 arcminutes. Average resolution between 1000 and 2900 in             

the near-IR (0.9-2.5 microns). Mask cycle time long (~2 days) due to vulnerability of field lens                

to thermal cycling. 

Coronagraphy 

GPI 

Extreme-AO small-field (few-arcsecond) integral field coronagraphic spectrometer and polarimeter         

working in the near-IR (0.9-2.4 microns) and a HAWAII-2RG.. Spectral resolution is of order 34-83               

depending on mode. 

 

 



NIFS Coronagraph 

R~5000 infrared IFU spectroscopy at AO resolutions using 0.2 or 0.5 arcsecond occulting disks for 

coronagraphic measurements is available. 

 

Web Resources 

1. Instruments home page. Each instrument page linked there starts with brief description. 

 

 

 

Development  

Routes to Development 
Gemini runs three programs to provide new instrument capabilities to the Gemini telescopes: an              

existing instrument upgrade program, visiting instruments, and new instrument procurements. The           

existing instrument program consists of three components: an internal upgrade program, an external             

small projects program, and an external medium scale projects program. The existing instrument             

upgrade program is lead by the Instrument Program Scientist and consists of ~$50K year for               

instrument enhancements like new filters and gratings. The small projects program offers the Gemini              

community ~$100K each year to complete an instrument enhancement while the midscale project             

program offers ~$500K every two years for slightly more ambitious improvements. Gemini provides             

seed ideas for both the small and mid-scale projects, but proposers are also free to propose their own                  

ideas. We launched the first small project call for proposals in September, 2015 and plan to launch                 

the first midscale project call in 2016. 

 

Gemini Operations currently leads our visiting instrument program, with support from Development.            

This program allows users to bring their own instruments to Gemini. If approved by the TAC, the first                  

run of a visiting instrument can be dedicated to the proposer’s science. To bring the instrument back                 

thereafter for additional observations, the visiting instrument PI must also make the instrument             

available to the Gemini community, as announced in each semester’s call for proposals. 

 

Finally, the IDF provides partner-contributed funds for new instruments. Traditionally, these           

instruments have been paid for entirely by these funds via fixed price, and more recently, shared risk                 

and cost reimbursement contracts. In May, 2014 (resolution 2014.A.11), the Board endorsed a             

revised instrument procurement model that allows for in-kind contributions from teams and            

telescope-time compensation. Gemini is currently working with the Board to determine exactly how             

to implement this new model. 

Future Instrumentation 

GHOST 
GHOST is the Gemini High-resolution Optical SpecTrograph being built by a team lead by the AAO and                 

including NRC-H and ANU. AAO is the project lead and is responsible for the Cassegrain unit for                 

 

 

http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/instruments/?q=sciops/instruments


GHOST. NRC-H is responsible for the spectrograph and enclosure and ANU is doing most of the                

software.  The instrument will 

⚬ Provide simultaneous, continuous wavelength coverage from 363 nm to 950 nm. 
⚬ Have two selectable spectral resolution modes: standard resolution mode with R>50,000 and            

high resolution mode with R>75,000. 
⚬ Obtain a sensitivity of AB mag=16.0, 16.8, 17.9, 17.3, 17.3 and 16.4 in a 1 hour observation for                  

30 sigma per resolution element in standard resolution mode in dark time (50th sky              
brightness percentile) at the order centers closest to wavelengths of 363 nm, 375 nm, 450 nm,                
550 nm, 900 nm and 950 nm respectively. 

⚬ Have the capability to observe 2 targets simultaneously over a 7.5 arcmin diameter field of               
view in standard resolution mode. 

⚬ Provide a radial velocity precision of 200 m/s over the full wavelength range in standard               
resolution mode, and a radial velocity precision of 10 m/s over the wavelength range from               
430 nm to 750 nm in the high resolution mode. 

⚬ Spatially sample each target object over a field size of 1.2 arcsec. 
⚬ Be ready for use by Semester 2018B. 

 

The image-plane microlens arrangements for the 2 GHOST IFUs (green=sky, black=object,           

red=acquisition & guiding, lower hexagons=standard resolution, upper hexagons=high resolution) 

 

Gen4#3 
Gen4#3 is the generic name for Gemini’s next new instrument, expected to be a moderate resolution,                

optical to infrared spectrograph. It follows Gen4#1 and Gen4#2 (GHOST and GRACES) to complete a               

program of providing additional workhorse spectroscopic capability for Gemini. The Gen4#3 process            

started with the GIFS process, resulting in four feasibility studies: 

 

 



GEONIS: The Gemini Efficient Optical and Nearinfrared Imager and Spectrograph study, led by                         
Nick Konidaris and managed by Dan Reiley at the California Institute of Technology. Main                           
collaborators include astronomers at the University of Colorado Boulder, Penn State University,                       
University of Toronto, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and the US National Optical Astronomy                         
Observatory. 

GMOX: The Gemini MultiObject eXtrawide band spectrograph study, led by Massimo Robberto                       
and managed by Stephen Smee at Johns Hopkins University. Main collaborators include the Space                           
Telescope Science Institute and the Rochester Institute of Technology. 

MOVIES: The MontrealOhioVictoria Echelle Spectrograph study, led by Alan McConnachie and                     
managed by Les Saddlemyer at the National Research Council of Canada Herzberg. Main                         
collaborators include Ohio State University and the Université de Montréal. 

OCTOCAM: The study is being led by Antonio de Ugarte Postigo and managed by Pete Roming                               
and Christina Thöne. The project is being coordinated from the Instituto de Astrofisica de Andalucia                             
(IAACSIC), with main collaborators at the Southwest Research Institute, Fractal SLNE, and George                         
Washington University.  
 

The four studies concluded with the submission of final reports in October, 2015. We will use the                 

results of these studies to prepare the RfP for Gen4#3, to be released in 2016Q1. 

 

Current Projects 

A&G Upgrade 

Upgrade the two telescope A&G units to avoid obsolescence and offer more reliability, less downtime,               

and higher performance. The key work areas are 1) upgrade the A&G mechanism control systems, and                

2) upgrade the PWFS units to enable guiding on fainter stars. This project is on hold in 2015 and                   

expected to resume in 2016 to complete in 2017. 

Altair RTC 

Working with NRC-H, design, build, and implement a replacement RTC for Altair. The aim is to replace                 

obsolescent hardware and allow for more complex algorithms for better performance. 

DM0 

Provide a new deformable mirror for GeMS to replace the failed third deformable mirror. The new                

mirror will serve as a spare for the two currently used DMs and will eventually be installed as the                   

planned third DM for GeMS. . 

 

 



GMOS CCDs 

Upgrade the existing detectors and controllers in both GMOS-S and GMOS-N to Hamamatsu fully              

depleted CCDs with a current generation ARC controller. The goal is to provide good performance               

with state of the art red quantum efficiency. We installed the GMOS-S CCDs in 2014 and plan to install                   

the GMOS-N CCDs in 2016.  

LGSF 

We are replacing the GeMS Laser Guide Star Facility to increase reliability and decrease support costs.                

We will competitively procure the new laser and will need to make modifications to the current beam                 

transfer optics and other systems in order to utilize it. We released the RfP in 2015 and expect                  

delivery in early 2017.  

NGS2 
Working with ANU, we intend to replace the NGSWFS of GeMS with a more modern sensor to reduce                  

maintenance requirements and increase sensitivity and, hence, sky coverage. ANU expects to deliver             

NGS2 in early 2016.  

  

 

Web resources 

1. Instrumentation Development 

2. Prototype Procurement Models 

3. Policy on visiting instruments 

 

 

Proposals for Telescope Time 
Gemini offers five routes to gain observing time. The following are brief descriptions. All but DD time                 

are restricted to PIs from the partner countries. 

Standard Semesters 
For programs of normal length, carried out in the queue or in a visiting mode. There are two proposal                   

deadlines per year (end of March and end of September), each followed by a peer review process by                  

the National Time Allocation Committees, which are coordinated by the National Gemini Offices. At              

the time of writing, the great majority of proposals are from this pool. 

Large and Long Programs 
For flagship, high-profile programs requiring a lot of observing time, or a lesser amount spread over                

multiple semesters. For this there is an annual proposal cycle, with proposal deadlines approximately              

corresponding to the standard "B" semester deadlines each year. Observing done by default in              

Priority Visiting mode. At the time of writing, participating partners have devoted 20% of their               

partner share to the “LLP” time pool. PIs from any participating partner may apply for this time and                  

the amount of time they may be allocated is not limited by the partner share.  

 

 

http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/future-instrumentation
https://www.gemini.edu/sciops/future-instrumentation-amp-current-development/prototype-procurement-models
http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/instruments/visiting-instrument-policy#


Fast Turnaround Programs 
Monthly cycle, allowing for quick conversion of ideas into short programs which get executed              

relatively quickly in a dedicated FT queue. There is no dedicated TAC; peer review is done by other                  

proposers in the same month, each of whom are presented with a subset of all proposals to review. 

Director's Discretionary Time 
Open to astronomers worldwide, a fixed amount of time per semester is set aside for discretionary                

allocation. Typically used for programs with potential for high-impact scientific return. Proposals can             

come in at any time. 

Poor Weather 
For programs which can use the worst observing conditions. These can be proposed at any time.                

Incoming proposals are reviewed by the Head of Science Operations at the site and will be accepted                 

into the queue if it will help fill gaps in the observing schedule during poor weather periods.                 

Observations are done by observatory staff and time is not charged. 

 

Web Resources 

1. The Proposal Modes and Observing Modes page (links to descriptions of the modes above). 

 

 

Observing modes 
Several modes of observing are available at Gemini, as described below. Note that these are NOT                

proposal modes; a PI wanting classical mode, for example, would put their proposal into the standard                

semester process and request classical mode in the proposal. 

Queue  
The majority of Gemini proposals are handled in queue-scheduled mode. Observations are carried out              

by Gemini staff members (unless "Priority Visitor" mode is requested and approved - see below).               

More details on how the queue is planned and run are given in the "supporting information" section                 

in the web page, linked to in “web resources” below. 

Target of Opportunity 
For (i) transients events needing follow-up (either immediate or reasonably quickly) and (ii) programs              

which will have numerous targets which aren't known at the time of the proposal. Target of                

Opportunity observations are requested via submission as Standard Semester programs. Observations           

are done by observatory staff. 

Priority Visitor Observing 
This is the default for Large and Long Programs and can be requested (and granted as a function of                   

availability) for regular queue programs. PIs visit the telescope for more time than they have allocated                

 

 

http://www.gemini.edu/node/11101


in the semester, and while there can choose to run their own approved program when the conditions                 

are good enough (whether better or worse than requested). 

Classical  
Similar to classical observing at many observatories, where observations are scheduled during fixed             

time slots. PIs come to the telescope to execute the approved program. Programs are still generated                

well in advance of the observations, as part of the normal phase II preparation period. Target changes                 

are possible given advance request.  

 

Web Resources 

1. The Proposal Modes and Observing Modes page (links to descriptions of the modes above). 

 

From Accepted Proposal to Executed Observations 
Figure below shows the role of the two main software items described in more detail below: the                 

Phase I tool (PIT) and Observing tool (OT). PIs generate their proposals in the PIT, and once passed by                   

the National and International TACs, successful programs are ingested directly into the OT, where              

they are converted semi-automatically into an “OT program”, stored in the summit Observing             

Database, and is executable on the telescope. 

 

 

As developed by the PI in conjunction with their support staff, the OT program is an executable entity                  

which is “run” on the telescope by the night staff using the observing software. Each observation is                 

selected and translated into an executable sequence in what is called the Sequence Executor. The               

night staff perform target acquisition, monitor the progress of the observation, and look at incoming               

 

 

http://www.gemini.edu/node/11101


data quality, but otherwise the observation proceeds according to the definition in the OT. A               

significant effort, therefore, is put into ensuring that OT programs are as error-free as possible, in                

what is called the “Phase II checking period”. 

 

 

Observation Preparation Software  
Users of Gemini generate their observing proposals and (for successful programs) executable            

observing programs using three items of software described below. 

Integration Time Calculator (ITC) 
An ITC exists for each Gemini facility instrument. Users specify the properties of their target, including                

spatial distribution and spectral properties, give the instrument configuration they wish to use, and              

the ITC gives either spectral (s/n as a function of wavelength) or photometric (s/n in an image) data                  

quality predictions. The ITCs work as web forms and at the time of writing are also being integrated                  

into the Observing Tool and Phase I Tool. 

Phase I Tool (PIT) 
The PIT is a downloadable application released once per semester, in which users prepare and submit                

their observing proposals. The text sections of the proposal (e.g. Scientific Justification) are written              

using LaTeX or Word templates and the resulting PDF is attached to the proposal. The PIT                

automatically checks target visibilities, observation duplications, and the likelihood of finding a guide             

star and produces a well-formatted proposal for submission to the relevant (partner-specific)            

“backend server” via which the National TACs access the proposals.  

Phase II Tool (The Observing Tool, or OT) 
The OT allows the generation of observations which can be run on the telescope at night. Briefly, it                  

allows the generation of target “components” which slew the telescope, instrument components            

which configure the instrument, and sequences which then carry out the required offsetting (e.g.              

nodding along the slit, taking exposures at each position). Most users do not generate their programs                

from scratch, but follow the process described below. 

An OT “program” that contains the targets, conditions, and instrument configurations from the Phase              

I information is generated from each successful observing proposal. Users sync their programs in the               

observing databases with the OT application on their computers. These initial programs come with              

recommended template observations for the observing modes requested. Investigators update these           

templates and then apply the targets and conditions to them to create the executable observations.               

Libraries of observations for each instrument that include complete observation examples are also             

available via the OT. Changes to the templates can be easily reapplied to all the observations                

generated from them. The OT also assists with finding usable guide stars, an important consideration               

given the small fields of many of the guiders. Finally, the OT checks for problems in the observations                  

and makes suggestions for improvements when possible. 

 

 



Once investigators have prepared the observations they are stored in the observing databases and are               

then checked by Gemini National Office and Gemini staff (also see below). After any necessary               

iterations the observations then become available to be scheduled in the queue or executed by               

visiting observers. 

Target of opportunity observations can be “triggered” using either the OT or via a URL interface that                 

can be accessed programmatically with user applications. 

 

Mask Making Software 
Multi-object Spectroscopy (MOS) masks for GMOS and FLAMINGOS-2 are prepared with the Gemini             

MOS Mask Preparation Software (GMMPS). This allows the user to give priorities to candidate              

targets, defined alignment objects, and visualize the targets and the mask design on an image of the                 

field. GMMPS can also show the results for different GMOS Nod & Shuffle options. GMMPS uses an                 

algorithm to try to maximize the number of slits that can be placed in a mask and can also expand the                     

slits to maximize sky/background regions. 

 

Web resources 

1. ITCs 

2. Phase I Tool 

3. Phase II Tool 

4. GMMPS 

 

Operations at Night 
Nightly queue operations at the telescope are normally performed by two staff members. One              

person operates the telescope (always a member of the Science Operations Specialist, SOS, team) and               

another makes the observations by operating the instruments to execute the planned queue (SOS or               

staff astronomer). The team assess the observing conditions using available monitoring (seeing            

monitors, all sky cameras, or at the time of writing, which precedes base facility operations, by just                 

plain looking at the sky). They then choose the appropriate plan plan assembled by the queue                

coordinator (QC) and execute the observations as laid out in the plan. A typical plan contains                

observations from three to five different queue programs in order to optimize the use of the night. 

In the event of changing conditions, the Observer will switch plan variants as needed to avoid taking                 

data in poorer conditions than required and to minimize the time spent taking data in better than                 

requested conditions. Switching between the three or four mounted instruments is accomplished by             

moving a fold mirror and happens in a few minutes during the slew to the new target. Currently                  

75-80% of all queue nights use multiple instruments. Due to the large demand for GMOS at both sites                  

there are nights in dark time and good conditions during which only GMOS is used. 

 

 

http://www.gemini.edu/node/10241
http://www.gemini.edu/node/12335?q=node/11083
http://www.gemini.edu/node/11161
http://www.gemini.edu/node/10458


As the data are taken, the Observer assesses the data quality in order to make decisions about                 

whether the observation is completed correctly and also to detect any technical problems. All data               

are transferred directly to the Gemini Science Archive and are usually accessible to the users within                

minutes of being obtained. This is essential for the timely delivery of data from Rapid               

Target-of-Opportunity (ToO) observations. We also support an “eavesdropping” mode in which a            

remote PI is phoned when their program is about to come up in the queue, and takes part in the                    

target acquisition and optionally the data quality assessment. 

For all queue observations a set of standard calibrations (the "baseline calibrations") are taken by               

Gemini Staff to ensure the long-term utility of data in the archive. The baseline calibration set varies                 

from instrument to instrument and from mode to mode. Baseline calibration data may be shared               

between programs and will be distributed to the users as part of their dataset. Calibrations obtained                

at night are charged to the partner country in proportion to the number of programs that receive the                  

calibration data. If additional calibrations are deemed necessary by applicants, for example to achieve              

a precision beyond that achievable via the baseline set, then these must be included explicitly as part                 

of the Phase I proposal and will be charged to the program. 

During Classical and Priority Visitor blocks, a Gemini staff observer will in future support the first night                 

of the run and be on-call the rest of the run. Furthermore, the SOS operating the telescope will also                   

be a trained observer and can answer questions. Visitor instruments are also block scheduled and the                

observing is carried out by the visiting instrument team. 

 

Web resources 

1. Queue planning and execution 

2. What to expect once you're in the queue 

3. Data quality assessment 

 

 

 

Data Reduction and Archive  
All Gemini data are archived and available via intuitive web interface at the Gemini Observatory               

Archive (GOA). At the time of writing we are transitioning from the CADC GSA to this new in-house                  

archive running in the cloud. Proprietary data is available via secure log-in while public data is                

available for search without log-in. Data are added in near real-time from both telescopes during               

observing. 

 

Gemini maintains and makes available data reduction software for processing data obtained with the              

Gemini telescopes. The software is an external package layered upon IRAF. It supports data from the                

following current instruments: FLAMINGOS-2, GMOS-N, GMOS-S, GNIRS, GSAOI, NIFS, NIRI.          

Additionally, previous instruments (Michelle, TReCS, OSCIR, Hokupa'a+QUIRC and Flamingos-I) are          

 

 

http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/observing-gemini/what-expect?q=node/11521
http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/queue-and-schedules?q=node/11757
http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/queue-and-schedules?q=node/10797


supported. GPI is the only facility instrument with an IDL pipeline that was developed and is currently                 

maintained by the instrument builders. 

Gemini is a partner with STScI in the development of Ureka, which bundles a large amount of useful                  

astronomical software in one package and gives easy installation for IRAF, PyRAF, and the Gemini IRAF                

package. Raw data from the Gemini facility instruments are stored as Multi-Extension FITS (MEF) files.               

All tasks in the Gemini IRAF package are therefore capable of handling MEF files. Gemini provides only                 

limited data reduction software for visitor instruments.  

 

Details on getting started using gemini_iraf are currently provided via IRAF examples and a variety of                

tutorials, presentations, cookbooks available from the main data reduction pages and the individual             

instrument pages. Additional support is provided via the Gemini Helpdesk discussed in the next              

section. In exchange for US phase II support now resting with the Observatory, the US NGO                

undertakes a program of work to benefit the entire partnership (e.g. hosting data reduction              

workshops with rotating topics at the winter AAS meeting and a web portal for data reduction                

procedures). The Gemini Data Reduction User Forum is the place to go for trading ideas, scripts, and                 

best practices as well as taking part in public, user-driven, collaborative discussions of data reduction               

processes and strategies. 

In anticipation of future data reduction needs, we are moving to Python-based platform (Astrodata              

and the Recipe system). This is the basis of the Quality Assessment pipeline, of which an experimental                 

release was made for users as gemini_python X1. New instruments should be delivered with data               

reduction software that functions within the Recipe system.  

 

Web resources 

1. Main data reduction page 

2. Main science archive page 

3. Ureka 

4. Gemini Data Reduction User Forum 

 

 

 

User Support 
Support for Gemini users throughout the process from proposal writing to data reduction for scientific               

analysis and publication is provided in combination between the partner National Gemini Offices             

(NGO) and Gemini staff. In broad terms, the division of responsibilities between Gemini staff and the                

National Offices is: 

 

NGO 

⚬ Pre-observation (Phase I proposal and Phase II observation definition) and post-observation           

(data processing) off-site support. 

 

 

http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/data-and-results
https://archive.gemini.edu/
http://ssb.stsci.edu/ureka/
http://drforum.gemini.edu/


⚬ First point of contact for user requests, which can be distributed to a wider support network                

and/or escalated to other National Offices or Gemini staff if necessary (see HelpDesk structure              

for more details). 

Gemini 

⚬ Observation execution and on-site support (e.g. via Contact Scientists). 

⚬ Expert support for user requests. 

 

The handover of responsibility, from the NGOs to Gemini, for direct communication with users occurs               

upon acceptance of their detailed Phase II program into the Active Observing Database. 

The Gemini HelpDesk is the primary means by which individuals can make requests for information to                

the support staff. The support staff are distributed throughout the Gemini partnership: at the Gemini               

Observatory, within National Gemini Offices and elsewhere. The HelpDesk system takes care of             

routing, tracking, escalation and aids in the resolution of requests. Users can track the status of their                 

query via the HelpDesk and are e-mailed when work is done on their request. 

Note that topics such as observing techniques and strategy are best sent direct to the NGO or contact                  

scientist, not submitted via the Helpdesk. 

 

Web resources 

1. Helpdesk 

2. Contacts page 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/helpdesk/?q=sciops/helpdesk
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Appendix - graphical representations of instrumentation 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Field of View (FOV) and pixel scale for Gemini facility imagers. Red indicates infrared instruments; 

blue, visible wavelength instruments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Approximate pixel scale and field of view for Gemini facility IFUs. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Wavelength coverage and spectral resolution schematic for current facility instruments. Asterisks 

indicate current MOS capabilities. 

 

 

  

 

 



Acronym list 
 

A&G Acquisition and Guider unit 

AAO Australian Astronomical Observatory 

AAS American Astronomical Society 

Altair ALTitude conjugate Adaptive optics for the InfraRed, Gemini North’s AO 
system 

ANU Australian National University 

AO Adaptive Optics 

AOC-G AURA Oversight Committee – Gemini 

ARC Astronomical Research Cameras 

AURA Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy 

BFO Base Facilities Operations (project) 

bHROS bench-mounted High Resolution Optical Spectrograph (a former Gemini 
instrument) 

BTO Beam Transfer Optics (for laser guidestar system) 

CCD Charge Coupled Device (detector) 

CFHT Canada France Hawaii Telescope 

CPI Cost Performance Index 

DD Director’s Discretionary (telescope time allocation) 

DM0 Deformable Mirror Zero (one of three GeMS DMs) 

DMT Document Management Tool (Xerox Docushare) 

EMCCD Electron-multiplying Charge Coupled Device 

ESPaDOnS Echelle SpectroPolarimetric Device for the Observation of Stars at CFHT 

FT Fast Turnaround 

FTE Full Time Equivalent 

GCAL Gemini facility CALibration unit 

GeMS Gemini MCAO System 

Gen4#3 Generation 4 Number 3, a generic name for Gemini’s next new instrument 
after GHOST 

Gen4#4 Generation 4 Number 4, a generic name for the next instrument after Gen4#3 

Gen4#5 Generation 4 Number 5, a generic name for the next instrument after Gen4#4 

GEONIS Gemini Efficient Optical and Near-infrared Imager and Spectrograph 

GHOST Gemini High resolution Optical SpecTrograph 

 

 



GIFS Gemini Instrument Feasibility Study 

GLAO Ground Layer Adaptive Optics 

GMMPS Gemini MOS Mask Preparation Software 

GMOS Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph (-S located at Gemini South, -N at Gemini 
North) 

GMOX Gemini Multi-Object eXtra-wide-band spectrograph 

GNIRS Gemini Near InfraRed Spectrograph 

GOA  Gemini Observatory Archive 

GPI Gemini Planet Imager 

GRACES Gemini Remote Access to ESPaDOnS 

GSAOI Gemini South Adaptive Optics Imager 

HIRES High Resolution Echelle Spectrometer (a Keck instrument) 

IDF Instrument Development Fund 

IFU Integral Field Unit 

IR InfaRed 

ISS Instrument Support Structure 

ITC Integration Time Calculator 

IUSP Instrument Upgrade Small Projects 

LGSF Laser Guide Star Facility 

LLP Large and Long Programs 

LSST Large Synoptic Survey Telescope 

LTAO Laser Tomography Adaptive Optics 

M1,M2,M3 Primary, Secondary, Tertiary (science fold) mirrors 

MCAO Multi-conjugate Adaptive Optics 

MEF Multi-Extension FITS 

MOS Multi-Object Spectrograph 

MOVIES Montreal Ohio VIctoria Echelle Spectrograph 

NGO National Gemini Office 

NGS Natural Guide Star 

NGS2 Natural Guide Star Next Generation Sensor 

NICI Near Infrared Coronagraphic Imager (a Gemini instrument) 

NIR Near InfraRed 

NIRI Near InfaRed Imager (a Gemini instrument) 

NRC-H National Research Council Canada - Herzberg 

 

 



NSF National Science Foundation (Gemini’s Executive Agency) 

O&M Operations and Maintenance 

OIWFS On-Instrument WaveFront Sensor 

OT Observing Tool 

PI Principal Investigator 

PIT Phase 1 Tool 

PWFS Peripheral WaveFront Sensor (numbered PWFS1 and PWFS2) 

QC Queue Coordinator 

RfP Request for Proposals 

RTC Real Time Computer 

S/N Signal to Noise ratio 

SOS Science Operations Specialist 

SPI Schedule Performance Index 

STAC (Gemini) Science and Technology Advisory Committee 

TAC Telescope Allocation Committee 

TAO Telescope / Adaptive Optics Department 

ToO Target of Opportunity 

UV UltraViolet 

UVES Ultraviolet and Visual Echelle Spectrograph (a VLT instrument) 

VLT Very Large Telescope (one of four ESO 8m telescopes) 

VTK Vibration TracKing system 

WFS WaveFront Sensor 

 

 

 


